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* Artigo recebido em agosto e aprovado para publicação em outubro de 2005

“Brindo por mi mamá”: Eloy Machado Pérez and the
Celebration of Afrocuban Motherhood

Conrad James
University of Birmingham

Resumo
Eloy Machado Pérez é um afro-cubano que publicou várias antologias poéticas.
Ele trabalhou como operário de construção civil e não tem estudos básicos. Porém,
sua obra representa os sentimentos, medos e anseios da população afro-cubana
que ainda não se pode ver expressos na poesia cubana. Neste ensaio quero apresentar
a obra deste escritor, focando principalmente as representações da figura da mãe
afro-cubana e as relações mãe-filho. No que diz respeito às representações maternas,
a mãe aparece como força que rege a vida afro-cubana sem a qual se viveria num
mundo condenado à falta de referências vitais. O contexto histórico é Cuba pré-
revolucionária.

Palavras-chaves: Cuba, Negros, Maternidade

Resumen
Eloy Machado Pérez es un afrocubano que ha publicado varias antologías poéticas.
Este poeta trabajó como obrero de la construcción y no tiene estudios básicos. No
obstante, su obra representa los sentimientos, miedos y anhelos de la población
afrocubana, lo cual no suele verse expresado en la poesía cubana. En este ensayo
quiero presentar la obra de este escritor, prestando particular atención a las
representaciones de la figura de la madre afrocubana y las relaciones madre-hijo.
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Con respecto a las representaciones maternas, la madre aparece como fuerza que
rige la vida afrocubana, sin la cual viviría en un mundo condenado a la falta de
referentes vitales. El contexto histórico es el de la Cuba prerrevolucionaria

Palabras claves: Cuba, Negros, Maternidad

Abstract
Eloy Machado Pérez (b.1940) is a black Cuban who has produced several anthologies
of poetry. A former construction worker with no formal education he chronicles
the thoughts, anxieties and aspirations of a black Cuban constituency which rarely
sees itself represented in their nation’s poetry. In this paper I introduce his work
paying special attention to his focus on the black Cuban mother and wider mother/
son relationships. The context is pre-revolutionary Cuba and the mother is
constructed as an afro-centric life force in an otherwise unrelentingly hapless
world.

Keywords: Cuba, Blacks, Motherhood

***

Ella era poeta, dicharachera, me enseñó a vivir en el barrio
de la vida. Era mi inspiración, y está presente en cada libro
mío. Era mi todo. El que no quiera y aprecie a su madre, no
es capaz de querer a nadie. Era mi madre, pero a la vez mi
amiga. Su espíritu aún me baña”.

Eloy Machado1

Eloy Machado Pérez (b. 1940), or “El Ambia” as he is
affectionately known in Havana is a unique voice within
contemporary AfroCuban culture. A construction worker before
the 1959 Revolution he embraced and was embraced by the new
system with its attendant ideology of egalitarianism. Machado’s
thematic concerns, his aesthetics, his vision of Cuba and of the
world set him apart from the priorities of the mainly white literary
establishment in Cuba. But neither does his work fit comfortably
within the corpus of poetry produced by black Cuban writers in his
or successive generations. Black or Mulatto poets such as Nancy
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Morejón, Excilia Saldaña, Georgina Herrera, Jesús Cos Causse or
Marino Wilson Jay who, like Machado, gain access to the world of
publishing shortly after the Revolution very often deal with similar
concerns about race and class as we find in the poems of Machado.
But the gritty urban realism which constitutes the theme of most of
his texts is seldom found in the work of his counterparts. More
importantly the distinct orality of his poetry contrasts with the often
more involved literary style of his contemporaries and invites
comparison with the performance poetry produced in the Anglophone
Caribbean by writers such as Jamaica’s Mutabaruka or Jean Binta
Breeze.

Eloy Machado is perhaps best described as an urban griot
whose poetry, punctuated by idiolect and neologisms which are at
times difficult to decode, bears witness to the histories of a black
Cuban underclass. In an informative interview with William Luis,
which raises several important issues concerning the politics involved
in the contemporary cultural arena in Cuba, the black Cuban short
story writer and film-maker Elio Ruiz testifies to the popularity of
Machado's work among the black Cuban population: “Eloy Machado
es el único poeta Cubano vivo, cuyos libros se agotan
inmediatamente. El único que el pueblo negro de los barrios quiere
escuchar porque lo representa en sus cantos” (LUIS, 1994, p. 37-45).

In this respect his poems do for black Cubans today what Guillén’s
Motivos de son did for them in the 1930s.

Machado's poetry, which recreates, sometimes in very
harrowing terms, the vicissitudes of life for the black urban poor of
pre-revolutionary Cuba, thus speaks directly to the dispossessed
blacks of present day Cuba. It is within this context that the poet
pervasively invokes the image of his mother and reconstructs her
relationship with him. Machado has spoken of his love for his mother,
Jacinta Pérez, and his aunt Felicia as a sustaining force and has
suggested that this love constitutes the content and meaning of his
poetry.2 Apart from acting as a stabilizing force which imposes order
on his own chaotic history, Machado's poetry attempts, retroactively,
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to rescue his mother Jacinta Pérez from the socio-economic
deprivation which characterized her life.3 I discuss primarily, poems
from two collections, Camán Lloró (1984) and Jacinta ceiba
frondosa (1991) but I also examine “Poema de un sueño”, from
Por mi pura (2003).

White Cuban Creole culture and what Machado sees as its
attendant Eurocentrism are rejected through his construction of the
mother as both socialist and AfroCuban. One major aspect of Cuban
creole culture which is rejected by Machado through the use of the
mother image is Roman Catholicism as the poetry establishes an
oppositional relationship between the mother and this form of religious
authority. The God of this system of belief is conspicuous because
of his absence and the rejection of his ostensible benignity and a
concomitant identification with the mother is a persistent motif in
the poetry. This disposition radically disavows the Roman Catholic
ethos in which the idolization of maternity does not imply a rejection
of the paternal deity who remains the ultimate source to which
reverence is directed.

The short four line poem “Papá Dios” from Jacinta ceiba
frondosa is particularly effective in its disavowal of God-the-Father:

            “Papá Dios”
Te acuerdas de Papá Dios
Jacinta
cuando no nos dejaba comer
un grano. (Jacinta ...p. 10).

God’s insensitivity to the exigencies of the impoverished and
dispossessed, his abdication of duty to the proverbial family are the
focus of the text. The intimacy invoked through the title “Papá Dios”
is therefore ironically undermined and “Papá” communicates
absence, distance, and apathy. The transgressive effect of the poem
is reinforced technically through the employment of the voice of the
child whose innocence compounds the message of divine neglect.
Simultaneously the conversational tone of the poem sets up the mother
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as interlocutor. Maternal dialogue replaces paternal silence.
While the Cuban Revolution has tended to take care not to

seem the enemy of religion, the class interests represented by the
catholic church, at least in the early stages, invariably served as a
source of conflict with the socialist cause. In Cuba, according to
Fidel Castro, the church was for a long time served by a clergy of
foreign origin. It was the church of the rich and had no priests who
supported industrial workers or served alongside labourers.4 A similar
attitude seems to be espoused by Machado as he rejects Roman
Catholic iconography and its associated culture. This is achieved
primarily through emphasis on the horrific deprivation of those who
are marginalized. Thus in “Razón y tiempo” (Camán Lloró, p. 90-92)
the de-centering of a Eurocentric religious ethos is predicated on
God's abandonment of the poor. As in “Papá Dios” the subject of
communication between mother and son focuses their poverty:
“Mamá, la barriga / me hace ruu ru ruu”(p. 92). Rhythmic
enumeration of items of food and drink exacerbates the destitution
of both child and mother:

Siento que se está fajando
             café con pan
             café con pan
             café con pan
y pan sin vino
y sin aguardiente,
de arroz y refresco
y palillo en diente.  (p. 92).

God is uncaring and oblivious of the plight of an insignificant
mother and her inconsequential world: “Jacinta huevo, / Jacinta orden.
/ Dios no le hizo caso / en un mundo sin eco” (p. 90). The insensibility
of God is counteracted imagistically by the depiction of the bond
which is forged between mother and son both in the experience of
adversity and in the survival of it:
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y pasamos la arache, y nació la mañana,
y seguimos como si fuéramos
un par de borrachos
hasta que sonaron
ambas campanas
que indicaban los féferes  (p. 91).5

Social progress, that is, revolution, redresses the effects of divine
neglect. Jacinta symbolizes this progress and thus both mother and
revolution are celebrated simultaneously. Not only is Jacinta
“Revolución con lápiz y libreta” (p. 92) she becomes the reason and
time, “razón y tiempo” (p.92), which replace pain with understanding6.
This picture of Jacinta as revolution, time, and reason complements
her other characteristics of strength and shrewdness, “Jacinta piedra
/ Jacinta lince” (p. 90), which serve to construct her as a counterpoint
to God; as reason and time she represents both immortality and
infinite wisdom. Here, casting the mother as reason disrupts the
binary, reason/body dialectics which often designates woman as
exclusively body.

The religious iconoclasm of the poem is further developed
through the construction of an image of maternal holiness that
precludes the presence of God:

Jacinta nació con pudor
y jamás fue abatida
como el viento con hambre.
Su consorte: la tijera moral,
palabra santa, sin Dios
en labio pobre.  (p.  91).

But the description of Jacinta as “calle” and “vida” (p. 90) is
also significant. The journey motif in these depictions simultaneously
recognizes the harsh realities of the life of mother and son and
highlights Jacinta as a source of hope. More importantly, in the context
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of this analysis the mother usurps the position which Jesus establishes
for himself in the bible as “the way, the truth and the life”.7 The
ubiquitous aunt Felicia, a kind of “othermother” to the poet/persona,
is equally exalted in “Razón y tiempo”.8 God's absence and
insensibility are also countered by the strength and urgency of her
presence: “Felicia cuadro, / brazo, / empuje” (p. 90).

By depicting an inseparable bond between mother, son, and
aunt these texts reverse traditional religious authority and establish
an alternative theology. The union parodies the concept of a Holy
Trinity establishing union in a secular universe and constructing the
indispensable influence as maternal rather than paternal: “Tres vidas
/ una misma vida / bailando un tango / en tres menor” (p. 90).
Simultaneously fraternity is located within popular as opposed to
official religious culture.

The social dispossession which is evoked in “Papá Dios”
and “Razón y tiempo” is communicated more starkly through much
more candid images in “Qué horror”, of book Camán Lloró (p. 46-49).

Corro, corro, corro
y el aire me molesta, entra por los huecos
de mi camisa deshecha por el tiempo sin
           cambio
¿cómo voy a cambiarla si vivo en Luz 4,
en la posada de la peseta?  (p. 46).

Here the vision that is projected is strikingly deterministic. The image
of flight with which the poem begins suggests the human will to
escape squalid conditions but this will is thwarted by the
oppressiveness of social circumstance. The harsh circumstances
of the subject's childhood are enumerated throughout the text.
Mother, aunt, and son are nomadic subjects whose periods of rest
are punctuated with discomfort: “las chinches nos esperaban / como
si fuéramos los embajadores de la / sangre” (p. 48). The poem
emphasizes the connection between this destitution and the capitalist
system in which the subject lives his childhood. The trio are “humildes
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hijos de la desgracia / capitalista” (p. 47) and capitalism is a cruel
system with poisonous effects: “hundía sus garras envueltas en cicuta
/ de panetela borracha” (p. 47). The circularity of the poem's structure
is used to confirm the unrelentingly pessimism of vision and the fate
of the dispossessed casualties of pre-revolutionary Cuba. Thus
having begun in entrapment the text closes with the image of life as
“la tumba de los muertos vivos” (p. 49).

The rejection of the male God of Christian thought is also far
more irreverent in “Qué horror” than in the previous poems.

Le rogamos al dios ciego por nosotros,
por la máquina que pasaba por nuestro lado
a toda velocidad, como si no existieran transeúntes
Le rogamos por vestidos, por zapatos
y por el jamón que veíamos colgado
cuando pasábamos por La Mía,
pero nuestros brazos,
como si fueran de seres enanos,
no alcanzaban esas cosas  (p. 47-48).

God is blind and deaf because he does not respond to the
exigencies of those who pray to him. Sardonic strategies sustain
the poem and emphasize simultaneously the disapprobation of God
and the dilemma of the poor. Just as the warmth of the term “papá”
is undermined in “Papá Dios”, here capitalist apellative strategies
are shown to be contradictory for the poor. Far from communicating
the possibility of possession the shop named “La Mía” underscores
the group's anonymity and alienation from society's resources.
Similarly, the ironic reference to “seres enanos” confirms society's
adroitness in dwarfing the hopes of the marginalized and underlines
the inaction of “Dios” within this scheme of things.

But the icon of maternity within Roman Catholicism, Mary,
is also toppled in “Qué horror” as the subject considers the misery
of poverty. Her sanctity is undermined, her uniqueness diminished
as she is presented in terms that emphasize abject physicality rather
than transcendent spirituality:
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Dormimos como si nada estuviera pasando
en nuestro maltratado cuerpo.
Dormimos como si no fuéramos a despertar,
como si la tal María o Caridad,
ganadora del famoso maratón
no se hubiera cagado en el baño (p. 48).

Jacinta and Felicia are the only sources of hope in this vast
terrain of hopelessness. It is mother and othermother who provide
the daily bread: “Ayer, qué alegría sentimos todos, / comimos una
rica comida hecha por San / Jacinta / y forrajeada por Felicia la
caminanta” (p. 46). Even though this “rica comida” is nothing more
than the dregs of coffee and stale bread, “borra de café.../ y pan de
San Laó de dos semanas” (p. 46), the eating of it is constitutes a
celebration of the courage and arduous labour of Jacinta and Felicia.
In the consciousness of the poet/persona Jacinta thus becomes an
alternative deity, the source to which all faith is directed: “Seguimos
con la fe en el bolsillo / y en el ajustador de mi madre” (p. 48). More
importantly, along with Felicia, through dance she comes to signify
a mode of transcending social difficulty and perpetuating life force.
Through popular culture Jacinta and

Felicia create beauty out of a barren landscape while it
struggles against the tragic impoverishment of life:

Felicia guarachaba como si la vida que
                llevara
fuera de pomarrosa
la Jacintada, empero, iba como si buscara
               una solución
a la lucha de la madrugada. (p. 46-47)9.

But here, as in “Razón y tiempo” and the poem “Brindo”
from Jacinta Ceiba frondosa, dance is also constructed as a mother-
centred culture through which the son is influenced and empowered.
This exemplifies a larger tendency in the poetry of Machado to
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present Jacinta and Felicia as representatives of African-centred
forms of culture which mitigate the effects of poverty. In “Cuarenta
años” (Camán Lloró, p. 93-94), for example, the speaker recounts the
story of his life to a young male interlocutor (presumably a son). It
is a narrative that is initially punctuated with tropes of suffering:
“cuarenta años en la universidad del hambre, / en la envara...”(p.
93). But it becomes essentially one of inspiration and it is mother
and aunt who initiate hope through the marímbula: “Quién se lo iba
a imaginar, Jacinta y Felicia / cuarenta años transportando verdades
/ del aire al corazón y del corazón a la marímbula” (p. 93).10

Consequently the narrative points the listener not to the forty years
of oppression but to the future possibility of “el sueño de los cien
años” (p. 94).

In “Qué horror” AfroCuban dance also becomes an
enactment of the struggle of life. But while it is pivotal in developing
a consciousness of social reality in the son / subject it also serves as
a context within which the mother can demonstrate to the son a
mode of deferring the effects of life's vicissitudes:

Ella movió la cabeza sin dejar de bailar
al compás de los seductores tambores.
Sudaba como si estuviera trabajando en
               un horno de cal.
Pero hubo una mirada lánguida
hacia el combatiente menor que bailaba.
Sus movimientos eran observados
por los demás congueros y el niño reía
sin pensar en lo que pasaría luego  (p. 47).

Machado's damning commentary on pre-revolutionary Cuban
society also takes place in contexts that have nothing to do with
religious iconoclasm. As usual it is his mother, Jacinta, who is used
to epitomize the struggle that life entails. The one paragraph poem,
“Alguna vez”, which uses a prosaic structure to convey the drudgery
and desperation of the life of the dispossessed, is a case in point:
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                                       “Alguna vez”

Alguna vez Jacinta buceó para encontrar lo soñado allí en el
estiércol de la vida, o vice versa, para que la vida la encontrara
a ella como un fenómeno natural en el hecho, o es que también
entró en un pajar buscando la aguja de la fortuna como un
requetesueño advenedizo, o es que esa es la pesadilla que
sabemos todos? (Jacinta ceiba frondosa p. 8).

The poem begins in an affirmative mode and then converts
immediately into an interrogative mode which is sustained to the
end. This structure conveys the uncertainty which characterizes
the existence of the socially disenfranchised. In this context it is
only the action of the mother which is definitive: “Alguna vez Jacinta
buceó” (my emphasis). But the idea of the uncertainty engendered
by poverty is reinforced through the disjunctive formulation of the
text so that even this definitive act by Jacinta becomes subject to
multiple interpretations. Ultimately, however, the mother becomes
an index of a marginalized black community whose desire to escape
poverty becomes a dream that is constantly deferred, “lo soñado”
eventually becomes “requetesueño advenedizo”.

Jacinta, the mother, tends to be cast by Machado in terms
which conform to the values and ideological demands of post-
revolutionary culture so that the simultaneous celebration of “madre”
and “patria” which is seen in “Razón y tiempo” is used to repudiate
capitalist ideology and to express commitment to a socialist ethos.
In “Jacinta la sufrida” (Camán Lloró, p. 50-51), for example, the
introduction of the mother is used as the occasion to recall the racial
and class oppression of the colonial past. The text celebrates the
moral and spiritual disposition of Jacinta but the self-conscious and
repetitive proclamation of the end of colonialism confirms the
propagandistic intention of the text as it celebrates the perceived
egalitarianism of the revolution:
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Soy un hijo de una ex esclava
del colonialismo pretérito
muerto, en baja,
derrotado por un comando conjunto
de obreros y marginales
de intelectuales y campesinos (p. 50).

The Marxist-oriented rejection of western religion in
Machado's poetry is balanced by a reverential attitude toward an
African-centred religious culture. Santería serves as a positive
counterpoint to the debilitating character of Eurocentric culture.
“Poema de un sueño” (2003, p. 78) exemplifies this attitude. “Poema
de un sueño” recollects a dream, narrated to the persona, in which
an individual (perhaps a male relative) has an extended conversation
with Yemayá the orisha of maternity.

“Poema de un sueño”

Qué inmensa es Yemayá
Dios mío,
dijo con los brazos abiertos
hacia el cielo Idelfonso Machado
con todo el corazón.
Lágrimas de amor
y de fe corrieron
por sus mejillas de azabache,
la santísima virgen de Regla
me dijo
que tengo que hacer ebbó de flores11.
Qué lindo sueño tuve.
Yo le hablaba con ella
frente al mar

y las olas se levantaban
como si bailaran unidas
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al son de mi voz,
arcoiris de mar
bañaban mi ser.
Yo le hablaba, le hablaba
y la veía en la punta
de la ola del morro
diciéndome con gracia
pídeme, pídeme,
mientras vuelos de mar
acrobaciaban en su corona.
No imaginé que fuera a tener
un sueño tan bello
con Yemayá.

As in the mother/son relationship dialogue features as an
important characteristic of the relationship between goddess and
worshipper. The constant talking between the persona and Yemayá
is therefore one of the most memorable aspects of the dream. This
portrayal contrasts starkly with the absence, silence, muteness, and
blindness with which the Father/God figure is associated in the poetry
of Machado. Not only is the dialogue accompanied by “Lágrimas
de amor”, but the entire experience takes place within a therapeutic
maternal environment that further counterpoints the terseness and
hostility of the world of “Papá Dios”.

The sense of oneness with nature which the speaker feels in
“Poema de un sueño” becomes a source of empowerment to him.
Yemayá is mother nature and the forces over which she has control
allow him to transcend, albeit temporarily, the difficult social realities
of his life. This image of maternal power is complemented in the
portrayal of the orisha’s grandeur and expansivity: “Qué inmensa
es Yemayá / Dios mío”. In this respect Jacinta becomes a figure of
Yemayá. As “madre de incalculable / alcance” (1991, p. 51.) she is
similarly expansive. In addition, Jacinta is ubiquitous in so far as she
affects every aspect of the poet's / persona's life. She is imaged
variously as priestess, in “En el bémbele changolla” Jacinta ceiba
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frondosa (p. 31-32), teacher in “Brindo” (1991, p. 40), and mentor in
“Cuarenta años” and “Ahí viene Jacinta Pérez”.

The collection Jacinta Ceiba frondosa ends with poem
“Brindo”.

“Brindo”

Brindo por mi mamá
porque la estrella
no despegue
la idea nunca jamás.

Brindo por mi mamá
que me enseñó
a bailar la rumba,
a reír, a fajarme,
a boxear,
a soñar y a esperar
acuatizar el canto
de la forma más jovial
brindo por el abasiago
como la risa más bonita
de mi mamá.

Brindo como antes,
como después del aguacero
por mi mamá
como su canto
en el tango
cuando bailaba conmigo
cuando en el tango del danzón
Felicia también,
bailaba conmigo

Brindo por mi mamá (p. 40).

Both traditional and non-traditional images are deployed in
“Brindo” to convey the central concern with the mother's influence
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on the development of the son/subject. She is associated as usual in
his poetry with spiritual uplift and she teaches the son the value of
patience, “a esperar / acuatizar el canto”. The proverbial strength
of the mother's smile is also a characteristic that is celebrated: “brindo
por el abasiago / como la risa más bonita / de mi mama”. Here the
association of the mother's smile with symbols of male African-
centred religious power serves to emphasize the power the subject
draws from her.12 But he also learns lessons from her which are
more usually transmitted in male/male relationships (“fajarme” and
“boxear”). The subject therefore learns his masculinity from his
mother and not “men chosen as masculine models” (CHODOROW,
1978, p. 176). Not only does this reinforce the absence of the father
but it also mythifies the mother whose execution of multiple roles in
the upbringing of the son make her larger than life13.

Machado's construction of the mother from a perspective of
socialist orthodoxy might very well raise several problems for some
feminist approaches to motherhood. One way of reading these poems
might be to suggest that the alignment of Jacinta with the nation and
the inscription of her as the embodiment of virtue and benevolence
undermine her subjectivity as a woman. Certain strands of black
feminist criticism might find Machado's idealization of black
motherhood particularly problematic. The invariable appearance in
his work of the mother as an inordinately strong, self-sacrificing,
and miracle-working figure corresponds with the attitude of unbridled
sanctification of black motherhood which is often denounced in the
work of black feminist critics14. In this regard the representation of
Jacinta and Yemayá as mentors who inspire and empower the poet/
worshipper/son could be read as an Afro-Caribbean version of the
traditional European pattern of male dependence on a goddess or
maternal figure as muse. This notion of a maternal source of
inspiration, what Erich Neumann refers to as the “inspiring anima”
(NEWMANN, 1972, p. 295), has been the focus of much critique in
feminist literary theory and practice15.

I prefer to read the poems as texts that enrich the dynamics
of Cuban literary culture by retrieving stories of the anonymous, the
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obfuscated and the disavowed and inscribing them once and for all
into the society’s history. Defying anonymity, Jacinta is both
inspiration and agent. More importantly as “poeta” and
“dicharachera” she also has the power of the word. Thus in the
poetic universe of Eloy Machado language, dialogue and political
solidarity are not semanticized in terms that exclude women. Instead
they are imaged as emanating from a mother-centred/woman centred
culture.

Notas
1 Interview with the author. Havana, 2000.

2 Interview with the author. Havana, 2000.

3 Born in abject poverty,  Machado's early life was extremely difficult and this led
him to commit several petty crimes for which he was jailed on a number of
occasions, both as a child and as an adult. Interview with the author op.cit. See
also Efigenio Ameijeiras Delgado's “Prólogo” to Camán lloró and the introduction
to Machado's Poesía VI (1989).

4 See Granma N.7, November 20, 1977, p. 6.

5 “Arache” is a Yoruba term which is used to refer to ominous experiences. “Féferes”
is a “cubanismo” which means food.

6 The image of the mother with “lápiz y libreta” is probably a reference to the
massive literacy campaigns which were initiated, both in rural Cuba and in the
urban slums, soon after the revolution came to power. To a large extent, this
project involved young people teaching the older generation to read. See
PAULSTON, Rolland G. “Education”. MESA-LAGO, Carmelo (Ed.).
Revolutionary Change in Cuba. 1970,  p. 375-97.

7 “I am the way the truth and the life, no man cometh unto the father but by me”.
St. John 3. 16.

8 According to Stanlie James othermothers are those who assist blood mothers in
caring for their children. They might be blood relatives but are also very often
friends or “supportive fictive kin”. This arrangement was prevalent in slave
society where children, often separated from their biological mothers, were
brought up by “othermothers”. See JAMES, Stanlie.  “Mothering. A Possible
Black Feminist Link to Social Transformation?”. JAMES, Stanlie,  and  BUSIA,
Abena P. A. (Eds). Theorizing Black Feminisms.1993, p. 44-54.
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9 The “pomarrosa” is a beautiful plant that grows wild in Cuba.

10 The “marímbula” is a base instrument which consists of metal keys mounted on
a wooden box. It derives from a set of African hand-held instruments known as
“mbira”. See MANUEL, Peter. Caribbean Currents: Caribbean Music from
Reggae to Rumba. 1995, p. 36.

11 An “ebbó” is a ceremony within “santería” (also referred to as “regla de ocha”)
which allows initiates to exorcize themselves of evil spirits. Ebbós can be
performed by non-initiates of the religion as well. See BOLÍVAR ARÓSTEGUI,
Natalia. Los orichas en Cuba. 1990, p. 175.

12 “Abasiago” is a term used within the “abakuá” society, an all-male African
religious society in Cuba, to refer to the supreme god of the mythology on
which the society is founded.

13 Symbolized by Edith Clarke's 1957 anthropological text My Mother who
Fathered Me this is a stereotype which prevails in the discourse on black
mothering in the Caribbean.

14 The debates concerning motherhood in black feminist scholarship are far too
extensive to be reproduced here. However, Patricia Hill-Collins comments below
are emblematic of the intellectual will to de-mythify black motherhood. “Despite
the fact that these portrayals by black men might be well intentioned, an
Afrocentric feminist analysis is needed to debunk this image” (HILL-COLLINS,
1990, p. 117).

15 According to  Mary DeShazer, for example, “Although the poet is typically
portrayed as being possessed by the muse it is he who possesses her”
(DESHAZER 1986, p. 2). Irrespective of the psychological motives for the
male poet's invocation of the female as muse, DeShazer claims that it is “an act
of appropriation and control” as his poetic production necessitates the
consumption of “her creative energy into himself”(p. 2).
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